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As contemporary Chinese popular culture, especially television dramas with 
plots set against the background of the 1930s and early 1940s, grows to dominate the 
mass medium at the turn of the 21st century, its success is inseparable from the 

so-called ‘anti-Japan serials’ 抗日劇 , a category of TV dramas that the State 
Administration of Radio, Film, and Television (SARFT) promotes as a major ‘theme 

drama’ 主旋律电视剧. Since the mid-2000s, producers of ‘anti-Japan serials’ have 
worked closely and consistently with the State’s political goals even if their ultimate 
purpose is to capture the entertainment market—a procedure that virtually assures 
them a monopoly over the medium. With the dramatic increase in the supply of 
‘anti-Japan serials,’ producers have entered into an ever-competitive production 
cycle and begun to saturate the Chinese television economy with comedic, even 
ludicrous, serials. Chinese netizens come to call them ‘anti-Japan leiju’ 抗日雷剧 or 
‘anti-Japan shenju’ 抗日神剧—literally, ‘thunderous anti-Japan serials’ or ‘super 
anti-Japan serials.’ These ‘super serials’ had begun to take shape approximately in 
2001, as marked by the solid financial success of Jiang Wen’s comedic war movie 

Devils on the Doorstep 《鬼子来了》, but did not fully mature until the 2010s, with the 
broadcast of the pop ‘super serial’ Snow Leopard 《雪豹》in 2010.  
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This paper establishes that in these ‘super serials’ and their controversial 
receptions, we have a situation in which new-cultural media and state media engage 
with each other in a complex relationship of distrust and collaboration. Such a case is 
uniquely important because it helps to redefine the PRC’s current socio-political 
culture. Shaftesbury once remarked: ‘The natural free spirits of ingenious men, if 
imprisoned or controlled, will find out other ways of motion to relieve themselves in 
their constraint; and whether it be in burlesque, mimicry or buffoonery.’ Following 
on Shaftesbury, I demonstrate that the ridicule of these ‘super serials’ is an 
incoherent mix of intentions and callings--ideologically, socio-politically, statist, 
and/or dissenting—and that, as such, it is a productive ‘site of negotiation’ for the 
political culture of the PRC. This paper explicates the work and effect of this ‘corrupt 
humor’ on popular political energies.  

Admittedly, from the party-state’s point of view, ‘anti-Japan’ cultural 
narratives had had moments of political and ideological success, especially when 

they appeared in the earlier form of ‘Red Classic Movies’ 红色经典 of the 1950s and 
60s—arguably the earliest form of this ‘theme drama’ before they mutate and 
burgeon into some grossly pop shenju. The Red Classics had succeeded in directing 
popular dissatisfaction toward the official stories of Japanese predation. As mass 
cultural products with propaganda purposes, they redirected potential domestic 
dissatisfaction away from the party-state and towards its remembered and 
contemporary enemies. Somewhat more subtly, as this category of ‘anti-Japan’ theme 
narratives entered into post-WTO China’s (television) economy, the ‘anti-Japan 
serials,’ now in their latest form as shenju, also enter into the age of mass production, 
multi-media entertainment, and popular pleasure. In so doing, they followed a 
profit-guaranteed formula, creating not only a political common-sense but also, even 
if inadvertently, a platform in which political desires and dissident voices disperse in 
a speed and form that will, ultimately, both falsify and satisfy the state-party’s claim 
for itself as the one possible guardian of ‘China’ and its way forward. 
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